CANSON BARYTA PRESTIGE

340gsm Double Weight Plus paper

C

anson Infinity only sent
a few test sheets of their
new ultra-heavy base
Baryta Prestige 340gsm. So it was
precious. You can imagine how
pleased I was when one of the
cats walked across the sheet I was
about to load (never turn your
back) then sat on it. Once, that
would have been the end of that
sheet of paper.
But, since it was the first test
print using the existing Canson
Baryta profile on a heavier 340gsm
new medium, I dusted it off and
went ahead. Not a mark. Not even
a trace. It was as if the virgin paper
had not been handled at all.
Out of the printer (Epson 3800)
it was almost perfectly flat, just
the hint of a curve. It’s so heavy
and stiff it could almost stand
up unsupported – but there was
no curl to let me balance a free
standing print on its end.
In terms of surface finish and
absence of ink lay, bronzing or
‘bald’ highlights Canson already

The colour print is standing up, just one
point touching the printer top edge.
That’s how heavy this paper is.

had one of the best papers made
in their standard Baryta, and this
is equally good. It has an intense
d-Max and a natural white, looking
and feeling like a darkroom print
but on a ‘carton’ base of the kind
which went out of production
half a century ago. I seem to recall
some Agfa Brovira fibre-base
paper on a super weight stock and
this Canson paper captures the
feel of classic monochrome silver
prints perfectly. It’s almost a pity to

put it in a mount, though it would
look great in the slip-in matte
mounts being marketed by 3XM
(in their presentation boxes) and
Marrutt (as packs of mounts).
As for printer handling, I didn’t
try stacking it in the feeder. On
my Epson, rear single sheet feed
seemed the safest option and it
fed perfectly.
Canson Baryta Prestige
340gsm looks perfect with black
and white and toned images, and

FOTOSPEED SQUARE PAPERS

T

he square format – whether
you associate it with
Polaroid, Hasselblad or
Instagram – is so popular it’s now
a standard. Many cameras now
allow a 1:1 format image to be
composed and captured raw.
The demand for square prints
for framing and for spreads in
photo books or albums has
not been matched by any
paper manufacturer until now.
Fotospeed has put three key paper
types – Platinum Etching, Platinum
Baryta and PF Lustre – into retail
boxes 8 x 8" and 12 x 12" (and also
in a square test pack). Any social
photographer will tell you that
triptych frames with 5 x 5" or 7 x
7" prints are very popular… but
you can get two of these sizes
respectively out of single sheets
of A4 and A3. You can’t get more
than one square print from A4 or
A3 – and the size is odd, either
8.25" or 11.75" square. At around
10% lower retail price than A4 and
A3, the Fotospeed square sizes
don’t save you a fortune but they

Seen on the printer,
the 12 x 12 is 225%
bigger in area than
the 8 x 8. It’s ideal for
very detailed images.
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lovely with colour. It’s more like a
dye transfer art process print than
a lab colour print, as we are just
not used to this weight, finish and
colour gamut. It is archivally about
as good as you get and can be
recommended for limited editions,
gallery shows and museum
archival work, or presentation
unmounted in an acetate sleeve.
– DK
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See: www.cansoninfinity.com

Pre-cut custom 8 x 8 and 12 x 12" stock
enable prints to traditional lab/
darkroom sizes including 10 x
12". We found that all three types
front stack-fed in the Epson 3800
(still a popular standard). Even
the heaviest and stiffest paper,
Platinum Baryta 300gsm, fed
without a hitch.
Using our Fotospeed profiles,
prints were perfect from the first
test. With the Epson 3800 driver
you can create a custom 8 x 8"
size, but there’s no way I could
find of making my custom size, or
the built-in 12 x 12" option, print
borderless. Fotospeed tested other
printers including Epson P800 and
R3000, and Canon models, and
these did allow a borderless print.
Verdict: all three papers are
tried and tested favourites (I used
Baryta for the toned still life, PF
Lustre for the tangle of trees). It’s
hip to be square, as all hipsters
know. Now dust off that Rolleiflex
or scan your Polaroids.
— DK
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See: www.fotospeed.com

